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Centralized Administrative Services

Office of Administrative Hearings
          Gov      Dec       -153.9       -153.9          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0    -1     0     0Delete Long-Term Vacant Position (02-1059)

Delete vacant full-time Administrative Law Judge (02-1059), range 24, located in Anchorage
1004 Gen Fund (UGF)        -30.8
1007 I/A Rcpts (Other)       -123.1                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

* Allocation Difference *                              -153.9       -153.9          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0    -1     0     0

Finance
          Gov      Dec       -205.6       -205.6          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0    -2     0     0Delete Long-Term Vacant Positions (02-4079,

11-0224)
The following vacant positions are being deleted:
Full-time Analyst Programmer IV (02-4079), range 20, located in Juneau
Full-time Analyst Programmer III (11-0224), range 18, located in Juneau

1004 Gen Fund (UGF)       -205.6                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
* Allocation Difference *                              -205.6       -205.6          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0    -2     0     0

E-Travel
          Gov      Dec        -75.1        -75.1          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0    -1     0     0Delete Long-Term Vacant Position (02-4095)

Delete vacant full-time State Travel Office Assistant (02-4095), range 17, located in Juneau
1007 I/A Rcpts (Other)        -75.1                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

* Allocation Difference *                               -75.1        -75.1          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0    -1     0     0

Retirement and Benefits
          Gov      Dec        -14.1        -14.1          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0    -1Delete Long-Term Vacant Position (02-IN0900)

Delete vacant full-time College Intern (02-IN0900), range 8, located in Juneau
1004 Gen Fund (UGF)         -0.1
1017 Group Ben (Other)        -4.1
1029 PERS Trust (Other)        -7.0
1034 Teach Ret (Other)        -2.8
1045 Nat Guard (Other)        -0.1                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

* Allocation Difference *                               -14.1        -14.1          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0    -1

Health Plans Administration
          Gov      Inc      5,500.0          0.0          0.0      5,500.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0Third Party Administrator Costs

The new AlaskaCare contracts for third party administrator (TPA) services will become effective January 1, 2014.
The Request for Proposals issued for this contract followed the recommendation of the departments' Health
Consultant and separated the TPA services into four major components: Medical Claims Administration and
Managed Network, Healthcare Management, Pharmacy Benefit Management, and Dental Claims Administration
and Managed Network. This design will help the division engage the "best in the specific area of expertise." 
Aetna, winner of three components, and Moda Health (formerly Oregon Dental Services), winner of the dental
component, are the new contractors. The actual service fees for each contract will be projected by January 1,
2014. 

With the assistance of the departments' Health Consultant, the Division estimates the additional cost of
$5,500,000 for the new contracts and an increase in the number of lives covered.
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Centralized Administrative Services (continued)

Health Plans Administration (continued)
Third Party Administrator Costs (continued)

1017 Group Ben (Other)     5,500.0                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
* Allocation Difference *                             5,500.0          0.0          0.0      5,500.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0

* * Appropriation Difference * *                             5,051.3       -448.7          0.0      5,500.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0    -4     0    -1

General Services
Lease Administration

          Gov      Dec       -130.4          0.0          0.0       -130.4          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0Inc/Dec Pair: Increase UGF in Facilities to
increase services and reduce UGF in Lease
Admin to bill for services

1004 Gen Fund (UGF)       -130.4                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
* Allocation Difference *                              -130.4          0.0          0.0       -130.4          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0

Facilities
          Gov      Inc        130.4          0.0          0.0        130.4          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0Inc/Dec Pair: Increase UGF in Facilities to

increase services and reduce UGF in Lease
Admin to bill for services

Additional funding will  be used for ramping up services and allowing more flexibility in the facilities rates.
1004 Gen Fund (UGF)        130.4                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

* Allocation Difference *                               130.4          0.0          0.0        130.4          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0
* * Appropriation Difference * *                                 0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0

Enterprise Technology Services
Enterprise Technology Services

          Gov      Dec       -151.1       -151.1          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0    -1     0    -1Delete Long-Term Vacant Positions (02-6302,
02-IN0906)

The following vacant positions are being deleted:
Full-time Systems Programmer II, 02-6302, range 22, located in Juneau
Non-permanent College Intern II, 02-IN0906, range 9, located in Fairbanks

1004 Gen Fund (UGF)         -2.7
1081 Info Svc (Other)       -148.4                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

* Allocation Difference *                              -151.1       -151.1          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0    -1     0    -1
* * Appropriation Difference * *                              -151.1       -151.1          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0    -1     0    -1

Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission
Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission

          Gov      Inc        750.0          0.0          0.0        750.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0Technical Support for Custody Transfers and
Well Testing

The Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (AOGCC) is currently soliciting proposals for professional
petroleum measurement technical consulting support in examining custody transfer and well testing and allocation
metering applications submitted by Operators to the AOGCC, analysis of current industry standards for petroleum
measurement practices, revisions to AOGCC regulations and industry guidance documents, development of
petroleum measurement inspection procedures, and familiarization of AOGCC staff with new measurement
technologies.
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Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (continued)

Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (continued)
Technical Support for Custody Transfers and
Well Testing (continued)

The AOGCC is mandated by statute (AS 31.05.030(d)(6)) to regulate the measurement of oil and gas through
custody transfer meters, which are used to determine the State's revenue share of all oil and gas production.
There are 113 individual meters in Alaska that account for $9.9 billion of the State's $11.1 billion in total revenue
(non-federal receipts). In accordance with this statute the AOGCC has adopted regulations that require Operators
to measure production in accordance with the American Petroleum Institute (API) Manual of Petroleum
Measurement Standards (MPMS), as revised as of November 30, 1998, and get AOGCC approval before
installing or altering hydrocarbon measurement equipment used for custody transfer purposes (20 AAC 25.228).
Additionally, operators are required to use equipment and techniques acceptable to the AOGCC for well testing
and allocation purposes (20 AAC 25.230)

The API MPMS is a living document and many sections of it have been added and/or revised more recently than
the version adopted by the AOGCC. Due to the recent increase in new developments in Alaska and the aging of
the equipment in the existing fields, AOGCC has been receiving a large number of applications to install or alter
custody transfer measurement equipment and facilities for well testing and allocation purposes. Since metering
equipment manufacturers are designing and building equipment to comply with the more recent industry
standards, these applications typically involve equipment that is not explicitly compliant with the regulations and
thus requires that the AOGCC approve a variance under 20 AAC 25.228(j). In order to issue a variance the
AOGCC must first determine that the proposed measurement system "... will result in equal or improved accuracy
..." As such, every application that the AOGCC receives requires a very thorough comparative analysis of the new
system to the old standards.

These factors are putting a heavy burden upon the AOGCC staff, which has other equally important
responsibilities that they must also address with their limited resources. In order to alleviate some of this burden
the AOGCC plans to contract with an expert in petroleum measurement to conduct technical reviews of petroleum
measurement applications and make recommendations to the AOGCC. Additionally, the AOGCC would like this
expert to assist in updating its regulations, development of a more robust petroleum measurement inspection
program, and training AOGCC staff in some of the newer technologies that are gaining favor in the oil and gas
industry.

If the AOGCC does not receive this increase, staff will remain overloaded and the AOGCC will be unable to
provide effective metering oversight and the AOGCC's regulations will remain woefully out-of-date. These things
directly tie into the AOGCC's performance measures regarding ensuring safe, efficient recovery and preventing
physical waste of Alaska's oil and gas resources as well as expeditiously adjudicating all permit applications while
ensuring compliance with regulations, statutes, orders and other AOGCC directives. With this funding the AOGCC
will be able to assure the people of Alaska that we will be able to continue to provide adequate technical and
regulatory oversight and ensure accurate measurement of the volumes of oil and gas that are the basis of the
State's oil and gas revenue.

1162 AOGCC Rct (DGF)       750.0
          Gov      Inc         50.0          0.0          0.0         50.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0L Settlement of Claims Against Reclamation

Bonds
This authority is used for reclamation of state land by utilizing bonding funds if necessary.
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Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (continued)

Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (continued)
Settlement of Claims Against Reclamation
Bonds (continued)

Language:
The amount received in settlement of a claim against a bond guaranteeing the reclamation of state, federal, or
private land, including the plugging or repair of a well, estimated to be $50,000, is appropriated to the state agency
secured by the bond for the purpose of reclaiming the state, federal, or private land affected by a use covered by
the bond for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2015.

1108 Stat Desig (Other)        50.0                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
* Allocation Difference *                               800.0          0.0          0.0        800.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0

* * Appropriation Difference * *                               800.0          0.0          0.0        800.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0

Legal and Advocacy Services
Office of Public Advocacy

          Gov     IncT         15.0          0.0          0.0         15.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0MH Trust: Dis Justice-Grant 2462.05 Deliver
Training for Defense Attorneys (FY15-FY17)

Deliver training for defense attorneys statewide to understand and effectively handle legal cases involving persons
with mental health disorders and/or cognitive impairments.  

The FY2015 Mental Health Trust Authority authorized receipts (MHTAAR) increment maintains the FY2014
funding level and momentum of effort.

1092 MHTAAR (Other)        15.0                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
* Allocation Difference *                                15.0          0.0          0.0         15.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0

Public Defender Agency
          Gov      Dec         -7.1         -7.1          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0    -2Delete Long-Term Vacant Positions

(02-N07040, 02-N07042)
The following vacant positions are being deleted:
Non-permanent Law Office Assistant, 02-N07040, range 11, located in Barrow 
Non-permanent Law Office Assistant, 02-N07042, range 11, located in Nome

1004 Gen Fund (UGF)         -7.1
          Gov     IncT        138.8        138.8          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0MH Trust: Dis Justice-Grant 1920.06 Public

Defender Agency- Social Services Specialist
(FY15-FY17)

The Public Defender Social Services position in Bethel will assist attorneys representing Trust beneficiaries not
participating in therapeutic courts by providing "in-house" clinical expertise for the attorneys on the disorders
experienced by Trust beneficiaries as well as on available community treatment.  The position will perform
functions such as:  (1) conducting forensic psychosocial interviews of clients, family members, and witnesses; (2)
conduct interviews and home visits with clients to assess social situations and clinical needs to determine the
extent and type of services required; (3) prepare social services and clinical needs recommendations in the
context of a clinical case; (4) gather information to assist clients in documenting compliance; (5) assist attorneys in
developing expert opinion regarding a client's social, medical, mental health or other clinical needs; (6) assist
attorneys in negotiating on-going legal issues such as detention, placement, bail, visitation, housing, child support,
financial, mental health, and other rehabilitative services. By providing this expertise to attorneys and their clients
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Legal and Advocacy Services (continued)

Public Defender Agency (continued)
MH Trust: Dis Justice-Grant 1920.06 Public
Defender Agency- Social Services Specialist
(FY15-FY17) (continued)

the risk of criminal recidivism will be reduced.  The position will be supervised by the Supervising Attorney in the
Bethel office and the Deputy Director of the Civil Division.

This project maintains a critical component of the Disability Justice Focus Area plan by improving the
effectiveness, advocacy, and legal assistance provided by the Public Defender Agency.  The FY2015 Mental
Health Trust Authority authorized receipts (MHTAAR) increment maintains the FY2014 level of funding and
momentum of effort. 

The Trust may request this project transition to GF/MH in FY2018.
1092 MHTAAR (Other)       138.8                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

* Allocation Difference *                               131.7        131.7          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0    -2
* * Appropriation Difference * *                               146.7        131.7          0.0         15.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0    -2

Alaska Public Offices Commission
Alaska Public Offices Commission

          Gov      Inc         75.2         21.5          4.4         49.3          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0Add GF/PR to Fully Realize Receipts Related to
Lobbyist Registration

The Alaska Public Offices Commission (APOC) continues to be at nominal capacity, but FY2015 will present
different challenges to the organization. The redistricting of senate districts led to the fall 2012 election being
significantly larger than previously expected with all but one senator running. The requirement for another round of
redistricting for the 2014 election may stress APOC's ability to comply with timelines. The agency expects a small
echo in the out years as some senators will be required to run on a two-year cycle after the 2014 gubernatorial
election. Finally, the implications of the recent U.S. Supreme Court decision, Citizens United, are becoming more
fully understood.  

Due to these changes, it would not be unexpected to see the potential for staff overtime increase. Over the past
several years, APOC has over collected their general fund program receipt authority. This increase will allow them
to spend the receipts they are already collecting. 

Only four staff members, the executive director, assistant director, project manager, and analyst/programmer are
overtime exempt. APOC staff is held to a timeline for all complaints and advisory opinion requests and is required
to either accept or reject a complaint within one day of receipt (2 AAC 50.452). Filers may request expedited
consideration, generally done during an election period, in which the Commission must meet within two days of
the request for expedited consideration (2 AAC 50.454). For complaints APOC staff must complete its
investigation and provide a staff report within 30 days from accepting the complaint (2 AAC 50.460) and the
hearing must be held within 45 days after the respondent's written response is due (AS 15.13.380(e)). If the
commission does not complete action on a complaint within 90 days (AS 15.13.380(h)), the complainant may go
directly to Superior Court. APOC staff must provide an advisory opinion within 7 days of acceptance of an advisory
opinion request (2 AAC 50.905). Finally, any successful candidate charged with a violation will have the case
heard "promptly ... and accorded a preferred position for purposes of argument and decision" (AS 15.13.380(k)).
As a result, overtime is a constant concern.
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Alaska Public Offices Commission (continued)

Alaska Public Offices Commission (continued)
Add GF/PR to Fully Realize Receipts Related to
Lobbyist Registration (continued)

1005 GF/Prgm (DGF)         75.2                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
* Allocation Difference *                                75.2         21.5          4.4         49.3          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0

* * Appropriation Difference * *                                75.2         21.5          4.4         49.3          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0

Motor Vehicles
Motor Vehicles

          Gov      Dec         -2.3         -2.3          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0    -1Delete Long-Term Vacant Position (02-N09022)
Delete vacant non-permanent Motor Vehicle Customer Service Representative I, range 10, located in Juneau

1005 GF/Prgm (DGF)         -2.3
          Gov      Inc         50.0          0.0          0.0         50.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0Maintenance Contract for Drivers' License

Testing System
The Division of Motor Vehicles (DMV) requests $50.0 for maintenance costs for a new Knowledge Test System
(KTS). DMV will be initiating an invitation to bid during FY2014 to replace our current KTS, which will be paid for
with capital project funds that have already been approved. However, DMV does not have funds to cover an
annual maintenance fee for the software needed to run this system. 

The current KTS was provided by a vendor that is no longer in business, rendering system support and
replacement parts unavailable. Our current system is unstable and outages are frequent, resulting in a negative
impact on DMV customers. Additionally, our existing system is only available in 13 of our 31 offices. The offices
without a KTS must administer a paper test, which is then scored manually by DMV clerks who enter the data into
a web-based program. This is a tedious process resulting in increased wait times for customers. 

Per AS 28.15.081, DMV is required to examine every applicant for a driver's license. The examination must
include a test of the applicant's (1) eyesight, (2) ability to read and understand official traffic control devices, (3)
knowledge of safe driving practices, (4) knowledge of the effects of alcohol and drugs on drivers and the dangers
of driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs, (5) knowledge of the laws on driving while under the influence of
an alcoholic beverage, inhalant, or controlled substance, (6) knowledge of the laws on financial responsibility and
mandatory motor vehicle liability insurance, and (7) knowledge of the traffic laws and regulations of the state.
Ensuring that drivers are knowledgeable about traffic laws and the effects of drinking and driving are critical to
public health and safety.

Although a new KTS will not reduce state operating costs, it will provide for consistent services, improve DMV's
performance measures in our smaller offices, provide better customer service and streamline its processes. The
approved capital budget will supply DMV with approximately 90 testing machines and a software system that is
easily modified.

1005 GF/Prgm (DGF)         50.0
          Gov      Inc         28.0          0.0          0.0         28.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0Automate Vehicle Identification Number

Decoder to Improve Services
The Division of Motor Vehicles (DMV) requests $28.0 to purchase Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) decoding
software. DMV processes approximately 750,000 vehicle transactions a year. One of our performance details and
measures is directly related to the amount of time it takes to process a transaction at DMV. Due to the number of
vehicle transactions, any reduction in processing time will result in significant efficiencies in staff time and allow
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Motor Vehicles (continued)

Motor Vehicles (continued)
Automate Vehicle Identification Number
Decoder to Improve Services (continued)

DMV to serve a growing population with the same number of positions.  

Currently, multiple pieces of information must be manually entered for each vehicle. VIN decoding software would
allow us to enter in a VIN number and have the rest of the information populate automatically. Use of this software
will not only decrease data entry time and errors it will improve the accuracy of the data we report to the National
Motor Vehicle Title Information System (NMVTIS).

Without additional funding we will continue to enter vehicle information manually and lose the opportunity to
greatly improve our agency's efficiency and effectiveness.

1005 GF/Prgm (DGF)         28.0                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
* Allocation Difference *                                75.7         -2.3          0.0         78.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0    -1

* * Appropriation Difference * *                                75.7         -2.3          0.0         78.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0    -1

ETS Facilities Maintenance
ETS Facilities Maintenance

          Gov      Dec        -23.0          0.0          0.0        -23.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0Delete Interagency Authority
The interagency receipts are no longer necessary for the facilities maintenance component and are therefore
being deleted.

1007 I/A Rcpts (Other)        -23.0                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
* Allocation Difference *                               -23.0          0.0          0.0        -23.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0

* * Appropriation Difference * *                               -23.0          0.0          0.0        -23.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0
* * * Agency Difference * * *                             5,974.8       -448.9          4.4      6,419.3          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0    -5     0    -5

* * * * All Agencies Difference * * * *                             5,974.8       -448.9          4.4      6,419.3          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0    -5     0    -5
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Column Definitions

Adj Base (FY15 Adjusted Base) - FY2014 Management Plan less one-time items, plus FY2015 adjustments for position counts, funding transfers, line item transfers, temporary increments (IncT)
from prior years, and additions for statewide items (risk management and most salary and benefit increases).  The Adjusted Base is the "first cut" of the FY2015 budget; it is the base to which the
Governor's and the Legislature's increments, decrements, and fund changes are added.

Gov (FY15 Governor Request) - Includes FY2015 Adjusted Base plus the Governor's operating budget bill requests for  increases (increments), decreases (decrements), fund source changes, and
language transactions.


